.7438219)) # define the cutoff of quartile 1 Q2 <-exp(qnorm(0.5, mean=5.478054, sd=0.7438219)) # define the cutoff of quartile 2 Q3 <-exp(qnorm(0.75, mean=5.478054, sd=0.7438219)) # define the cutoff of quartile 3 sim_lnOR_1 <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_2 <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_3 <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_1_sig <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_2_sig <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_3_sig <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) ###### logistic regression parameter estimations end ###### biased sample parameter estimations sim_rmse_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_mean_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_mean_limit_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_error_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_1_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_1_sig_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_2_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_2_sig_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_lnOR_3_biased <-matrix(0,nrow=sim_size,ncol=wearing_day) sim_mean_limit[,1 ]exp(true_mean+sd_1^2/2))^2)^0.5)*(sim_size)^0.5 sim_output[2,1] <-mean(((sim_mean_limit[,2]exp(true_mean+sd_1^2/2))^2)^0.5)*(sim_size)^0.5
